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The Spanish network for future colliders

The Spanish network for future colliders was created in 2005 to provide a discussion forum to those
Spanish groups involved in activities related with future collider projects, to exchange information
and to coordinate the Spanish participation in these projects. The network brings together the main
Spanish particle physics institutes with a long-term interest and commitment to future collider options,
among which the International Linear Collider (ILC) is a relevant example. The participating groups
are: CIEMAT and IFT in Madrid, IFCA (UC/CSIC) in Santander, IFAE in Barcelona, IFIC (UV/CSIC) in
Valencia and the Universities of Barcelona, Granada, Santiago de Compostela and Sevilla. The network
further includes a number of technological institutes with very close ties to high-energy physics: ALBA-
CELLS in Cerdanyola, CIEMAT in Madrid, the national accelerator centre CNA in Sevilla, the national
micro-electronics centre CNM-IMB in Barcelona, ESS in Bilbao and ITA-INNOVA in Zaragoza. Spanish
industry is represented in the network by the INDUCIENCIA platform and the association INEUSTAR. As
such, the network has been able to unite the communities involved in studies of the scientific objectives
of the project and groups involved in the development of accelerator and detector technology.
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Executive summary

The recent update of the European Strategy (ESPP) for particle physicsa identifies an electron-positron
"Higgs factory" as the highest-priority next collider. The International Linear Collider (ILC) offers a
mature design based on proven superconducting radio-frequency technology and is recognized as an
advanced high-energy electron-positron collider project.

The first stage of the ILC program can characterize the Higgs boson to sub-percent level precision. In
later stages, the energy can be upgraded to extend the reach for new phenomena and study top quark
and Higgs boson pair production. The ILC project can thus answer several of the most pressing ques-
tions in fundamental science, complementing and extending the results of the Large Hadron Col-
lider.

The ILC is envisaged as a global project, hosted by Japan. International partners are expected to make
important contributions to the construction of the collider and its experiments in the Tohoku area. A
European participation in the ILC is deemed compatible with the European strategy and several coun-
tries have already engaged in international negotiations. A significant Spanish contribution to the ILC
offers important new opportunities in fundamental science. Scientists from the main particle physics and
technological institutes in Spain have been deeply involved in the design of the facility and are eager to
participate in the ILC.

In this document we present a proposal for contributions to the ILC accelerator and experiments
that builds on existing expertise in Spanish academia, research centers and industry. High-tech
contributions are envisaged to the superconducting magnets of the linear accelerator, to the damping
rings, and to the beam dump and extraction lines. Spanish particle physics institutes are in an excellent
position to make key contributions to the experiments and to play a leading role in the exploitation of
the data.

A Spanish contribution to the ILC is expected to boost both Spanish fundamental science and the Span-
ish science industry. The accelerator and detector technology developed in an international consortium
between academia and industry will have important applications beyond high-energy physics, causing
significant economic ripple effects. The scientific program of the ILC experiments will bring Spanish
institutes to the forefront of fundamental physics.

aThe European Strategy update

https://home.cern/sites/home.web.cern.ch/files/2020-06/2020\ Update\ European\ Strategy.pdf


Elementary particle physics today

The scientific field of elementary particle physics deals with some of the deepest questions formulated by
mankind.

• What are the most fundamental building blocks of nature?
• What are the forces acting between them?
• How did the universe start, how did it evolve, how will it end?

Decades of theory progress and experiments at high-energy colliders and elsewhere allow to answer
these questions. The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics provides a consistent description of
the most fundamental constituents of matter and of their interactions. The particles of the Standard
Model have been confirmed in experiments and their properties have been measured with high accuracy.
In some cases, measurements have been compared to the Standard Model with a precision of 10 digits
or more, making the Standard Model by far the most precise theory ever formulated.

For theoretical consistency the SM requires the existence of the Higgs field, which gives mass to all ele-
mentary particles. In 2012, experiments at the CERN LHC discovered a new particle whose properties
are – within theoretical and experimental uncertainties – consistent with those of a Higgs boson at a
mass of ∼ 125 GeV, but leave ample room for extensions of the Standard Model.

The highest-priority program in high-energy physics is a precise characterization of the Higgs
mechanism. After the discovery of the Higgs boson, the European, American and Asian road maps for
particle physics, as well as the International Committee for Future Accelerators (ICFA), recommend that
priority be given to the construction of a new, high-energy e+e− collider that can study the couplings of
the Higgs boson at the per mille level. Such a facility can also search for signs of new physics in its inter-
actions with other particles and search for additional Higgs bosons. The global consensus was reinforced
in the last update of the European Strategy for particle physicsa.

The International Linear Collider (ILC) is generally recognized as an advanced and cost-effective
realization of the Higgs precision physics program. The capabilities of the ILC complement those of
the LHC, improving the precision of Higgs coupling measurements by more than an order of magnitude
with respect to what the LHC can do on its own. The project is very competitive in comparison with
all projects proposed to date. Key advantages over competing proposals are the possibility to polarize
the beams and to extend its energy in stages. Thus, the ILC can access higher-energy processes, such
as Higgs-boson and top-quark pair production, that are crucial for a complete characterization of the
Standard Model of particle physics.

The European roadmap for particle physics considers that "the implementation of the Strategy
should proceed in strong collaboration with global partners" and that "the timely realization of
the ILC in Japan would be compatible with the European strategy". In the case of a global facility
outside Europe, CERN should act as the European regional hub, providing strategic coordination and
technical support. Individual Member States could provide resources to the new global facility either
through CERN or directly, via arrangements with the host organisation."

aThe 2020 ESPP update leaves no room for doubt: "An electron-positron Higgs factory is the highest-priority next collider".

https://home.cern/sites/home.web.cern.ch/files/2020-06/2020\ Update\ European\ Strategy.pdf


The International Linear Collider

The International Linear Collider is a project for a linear electron-positron collider with a center-
of-mass of 250 GeV in the initial stage. With a total integrated luminosity of 2 ab−1 and the possibility
to polarize the electron and positron beams, it can provide a complete and precise characterization of all
electro-weak processes accessible at this energy, and in particular of the Higgs boson production process.
This "Higgs factory" stage will provide a precise characterization of the mechanism that gives mass to
elementary particles, which forms the heart of the Standard Model.

With an energy upgrade, the ILC can explore energies of 500 GeV and above and thus open up Standard
Model processes that produce two top quarks or two Higgs bosons. The ultimate energy reach of the
technology employed for the ILC is around 1-1.5 TeV. Measurements at higher energy complete the
characterization of the Standard Model, enhance the sensitivity for new phenomena and give the
project the flexibility to adapt to new developments at the LHC or elsewhere.

The ILC is a mature design for a Higgs factory. A complete technical design for the ILC was presented
in 2013a. The design is based on extensive prototyping of the key components in a worldwide R&D pro-
gramme. The most challenging elements of the design, such as the accelerating gradient of the cavities
and the focussing of the beams, have been carefully demonstrated in test facilities around the world.
The ILC is now considered "shovel-ready": construction can start as soon as the green light is given
through international agreements between Japan and international partners.

The maturity of the ILC design is further underlined by the successful construction and operation
of the European XFEL at DESY in Hamburg. This 1.7 km light source based on ILC technology demon-
strates that the key design parameters can be achieved in a large-scale infrastructure and has greatly
advanced the industrialization effort for the ILC.

aTechnical Design Report: Behnke, Brau, Foster, Fuster, Harrison, Paterson, Peskin, Stanitzki, Walker, Yamamoto (editors),
The ILC TDR Volume 1-4, ILC-REPORT-2013-040, arXiv:1306.6327

Figure 1. Photograph of the cryo-modules in the 1.7 km long accelerator of the European XFEL in Hamburg. The
cryo-modules and super-conducting cavities of the XFEL are based on the same design and technology as the ILC.
Credit Rey.Hori (KEK).



A schematic view of the ILC and its main elements is presented in Figure 2. The key technology for
the accelerator is the superconducting radio-frequency cavity in the two long linear accelerators
(LINACs). These LINACs determine the energy reach and footprint of the facility. In the initial stage the
LINACs span over 20 km; eventually the site can be extended to 50 km. Several other key areas of the ILC
are indicated in the schematic: the positron source, the damping rings and the beam delivery system and
interaction region where the beams are brought to collide.

Figure 2. Schematic view of the ILC, with the main components of the facility. Credit: Rey. Hori/KEK.

Two experiments are to be installed in the main experimental area around the interaction point, where
sophisticated detector systems register the decay products of the Higgs bosons and other particles pro-
duced in the collisions.

Spanish groups, united in the network for future colliders, have been involved in the ILC project
since 2005. Spanish scientists have taken a leading role in the project management, occupying important
positions in the linear collider collaboration (LCC), in the detector concepts and in the R&D collabora-
tions.



The ILC experiments

The ambitious precision physics program poses stringent requirements on the experiments installed at the
ILC interaction point. The detectors must measure hadrons, leptons, photons and missing energy with
great accuracy and with nearly hermetic coverage. The combination of the information from the tracking
and calorimetry system, using the so-called particle flow method, allow for an optimal reconstruction of
the events.

Two complete and integrated detector designs have been developed by international collaborations. The
layouts of ILD and SiD are shown in Figure 3. The Spanish groups are part of the International Large
Detector collaboration (ILD1), that combines high precision silicon detectors with a large time projection
chamber and a highly granular calorimeter. The ILD collaboration is currently composed of 65 member
institutes from all around the world. Spanish scientists are part of the executive board and are respon-
sible for the mechanical structure of the hadronic calorimeter system and the design of silicon vertex
detector and forward tracker.

An extensive suite of prospect studies has been performed to establish the scientific return of the ILC,
with Spanish contributions particularly in the area of top-quark physics and physics beyond the Standard
Model. These studies are based on Monte Carlo simulations of the relevant processes, and include a
detailed model for the detector response. Advanced reconstruction algorithms have been developed by
the ILC community, again with very relevant contributions by the Spanish groups.

Figure 3. The experiments envisaged at the International Linear Collider: the Silicon Detector (SiD, left) and the
International Large Detector (ILD, right). Credit: Rey.Hori/KEK

The key detector technologies for the ILC experiments have been developed in an international R&D
program spanning two decades. This worldwide detector R&D program has developed and demon-
strated several novel techniques, from highly-granular and integrated calorimetry to advanced,
monolithic silicon detectors for charged-particle tracking. Many of these developments have found
applications in other areas of particle physics and beyond: ILC detector development has fed back into
the LHC upgrades, where both ATLAS and CMS have adopted highly granular and timing detectors and in
several lower-energy experiments in nuclear and particle physics (Belle II, ALICE, CBM).

1ILD Interim Design Report, arXiv:2003.01116, KEK 2019-057

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.01116.pdf


A global project

The key numbers of the ILC project are presented in Table 1, based on the Technical Design Report and
the parameters of the Higgs factory stage in Ref.2. The ILC design is a genuinely global effort, with 2000
scientists from 48 countries participating in the TDR.

Table 1. The ILC in numbers

Scientific community (TDR)
Year: 2013
Scientists: 2400
Institutes: 392
Countries: 48

Scientific performance
Energy (Higgs factory): 250 GeV
Energy reach: 90-1500 GeV
Luminosity (Higgs factory): 3 ×1034 cm−2s−1

Beam polarization: 80% (e−), 30% (e+)
Technical parameters

Site: Kitakami, Japan
Length (initial): 20,5 km
Length (maximum): 50 km
Site power: 128 MW

Technical components
Cryomodules: 906
RF cavities: 7800

Project costing
Construction cost (US $): 4.800 M
Labour (person years): 17M
Operation (euros/year): 320M

The ILC requires a large number of high-
tech accelerator components. The instal-
lation represents a value cost estimated
at 4.800 Million US dollar. The LINACs
represent approximately half of the cost,
followed by the beam transport system, the
damping rings, the sources and the beam
delivery system that amount to approxi-
mately 10 % each. Broken down by techni-
cal systems, the superconducting RF cavities
are the component that concentrates the
largest fraction (∼24%) of the cost. Civil
engineering of conventional factilities repre-
sents 21% of the cost. The electro-magnets,
of many different types and designs, make
up approximately 9% of the cost (including
power supplies).

The International Linear Collider is con-
ceived as an international project, with
significant contributions from the US,
Europe and Asia, and the host country,
Japan. The international contributions and
the governance of the project are to be ne-
gotiated between the Japanese host organi-
zation and international partners during the
four-year pre-lab phase. The negotiations

are most advanced between Japan and the US, Germany and France. More recently, formal contacts were
initiated with other countries, among which Spain.

A high level of coordination is envisaged for the European contribution. According to the European strat-
egy for particle physics, "CERN should act as the European regional hub, providing strategic coordination
and technical support". The strategy envisages both centralized and direct contributions: "Individual
Member States could provide resources to the new global facility either through additional contributions
made via CERN or directly through bilateral and multilateral arrangements with the host organisation."
In the tradition of high-energy physics, the experimental collaborations that exploit the collisions pro-
vided by the facility are formed as independent organizations, and the funding of the detector systems is
agreed separately from the contributions to the accelerator facility.

European institutes and industry are expected to play an important role in the construction of the ILC
accelerator and experiments. The ILC project implementation plan of of the Europe-Japan Accelerator
Development Exchange Programme3 foresees that "European institutes, laboratories and industries have
technical capabilities to produce virtually any component of the ILC accelerator and detectors and are
expected to make important in-kind contributions." The report underlines the opportunities for European
high-tech industry as follows: "European industry will be very competitive —- relying on the expertise
and experience for the European XFEL, ESS and LCLS-II at SLAC — to provide industrial production
capacity for not only European in-kind deliverables, but also to other construction centres."

2The ILC: a global project, arXiv:1903.01629. The ILC machine staging report 2017, arXiv:1711.00568
3E-JADE: EU grant agreement 645479, PIP report.

https://www.e-jade.eu/sites/sites_custom/site_e-jade/content/e49893/e65922/e73204/ILC-EIPP.E-JADE.v2.12.20180703.pdf


Spanish contributions to the ILC: scientific program

Spanish institutes are deeply involved in the LHC program and have had a strong implication in
the ILC project since more than 15 years. The Spanish high energy physics community has contributed
substantially to all the main physics topics that will be investigated at the ILC. This concerns in particular
the physics of the Higgs boson. Since the start of the LHC program, several Spanish groups have made
ground-breaking analyses on Higgs-boson measurements. Spanish experimental physicists have played
important coordinating roles in the experimental collaborations for the discovery and characterization of
the Higgs boson4. Spanish theorists have made important interpretations of the LHC measurements of
the Higgs boson5 and have played leading roles in the international Higgs physics working group.

The initial "Higgs factory" stage of the ILC project will allow to gain a much deeper understanding of the
nature of the Higgs boson and to discover (or exclude) new physics that go far beyond our current knowl-
edge. The Spanish community has been deeply involved in analyses of the ILC physics capabilities and
the interplay of the physics at the LHC and the ILC6and is clearly very well positioned to play a leading
role in the preparation of the ILC, and in the exploitation of the wealth of experimental data.

The scientific program of the ILC extends well beyond Higgs precision measurements. Later stages of
the ILC will enable high-precision measurements of the top quark and enhance the reach of searches
for physics beyond the Standard Model. Spanish groups have performed a number of studies into the
potential of the ILC, ranging from heavy-flavour to jet physics. The contributions to the top physics case
of the ILC are internationally recognized7.

Finally, a subject of high relevance is double Higgs-boson production. This process, which can be ob-
served at the high-energy stage of a linear e+e− collider, gives direct access to the self-coupling of the
Higgs-boson, a key element of the theory of electro-weak symmetry breaking.

Members of the Spanish network for future colliders have played important roles in the international or-
ganization responsible for the design of the linear collider projects. Juan Fuster (IFIC, UV/CSIC, Valencia)
has coordinated the European physics and detector studies until 2019 and has played a leading role in
the development of the ILC program8. Many Spanish physicists have made contributions to the experi-
mental groups that design the experiments9. Currently, Juan Fuster and Luis García Tabares (CIEMAT)
are part of the interim design team that prepares the "pre-lab" project.

The Spanish high-energy-physics community has played an important role shaping the scientific
program of the LHC and the conceptual and technical development of the ILC, and is therefore in
an excellent position to play an important role in the exploitation of the new facility.

4

5"Extracting Higgs boson couplings from CERN LHC data", PRD73 (2004), "Standard Model Higgs-Boson Branching Ratios
with Uncertainties", EPJC71 (2011), "Interpreting the LHC Higgs Search Results in the MSSM", PLB710 (2012)

6"Physics at the e+ e- Linear Collider", EPJC75 (2015), "Physics interplay of the LHC and the ILC", Phys. Rept. 426 (2006)
7"Test of the Standard Model at the ILC", arXiv:1908.11299, "Top quark physics at the CLIC electron-positron collider", JHEP

11 (2019), "A precise characterization of the top quark electro-weak vertices at the ILC", EPJC75 (2015)
8"The ILC Technical Design Report", Volume I (2013), "The ILC: a global project", arXiv:1903.01629
9The International Large Detector:", Letter of Intent (2010) and Interim Design Report (2020)
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Spanish contributions to the ILC: experiments

Spanish particle physics institutes are keen to participate in the experimental collaborations that
is to design, build and operate the experiments for the ILC interaction point. Most of the Spanish
groups have a long-standing involvement in the detector R & D programme for the ILC and in the design
and performance studies of the detector concept ILD. This internationally recognized contribution forms
an ideal basis for a leading role in the ILC experiment.

The capabilities and expertise in the area of detectors in the Spanish high-energy physics institutes build
primarily on the experience in the construction of the LHC experiments, where IFAE, IFIC and UAM made
important contributions to the ATLAS experiment, CIEMAT and IFCA to CMS, and UB and USC to LHCb.
The key strength of the Spanish detector R&D ecosystem is the intense collaboration between par-
ticle physics institutes and technological institutes. One should emphasize in particular the role of
CNM-IMB in Barcelona, that has successfully developed and produced novel silicon sensors for the ATLAS
and CMS experiments and their upgrades, in collaboration with IFAE, IFIC and IFCA.

The ILC experiments require instrumentation with unprecedented performance and offer an incentive
to develop novel technologies. Detector R&D collaborations for the ILC have developed what is now
generally recognized as the next generation of particle detectors, that has found applications in
many areas. Over the last two decades, Spanish groups have made their mark in this area:

• CIEMAT (recently joined by IFIC) has made important contributions to the development of
highly granular and integrated calorimeters by the CALICE collaboration. These are now find-
ing applications at the LHC and elsewhere.

• IFIC, IFCA, ITA-INNOVA and UB have designed the forward tracking system of the ILD detector
concept and lead the vertex detector design. These groups have developed the DEPFET active
pixel detector, that is currently used in the vertex detector of the Belle II experiment in Japan.

• IFIC, IFAE and CNM-IMB are deeply involved in the development of CMOS pixel sensors that
are likely to become the standard solution for charged-particle detection in collider experiments
and elsewhere.

• CNM-IMB, IFAE, IFCA, US, and ITA have initiated and led the development of LGAD and iLGAD
silicon sensors with an ultra-fast response. These LGAD detectors are produced at CNM-IMB to
be deployed by IFCA and IFAE in the upgrades of the CMS and ATLAS experiments.

These examples show that Spanish institutes are in an excellent position to make a world-class con-
tribution to the construction of an ILC experiment. In collaboration with the particle physics institutes,
technological institutes, like CNM-IMB ITA-INNOVA, can make important contributions with their ex-
pertise. In particular, CNM-IMB is in a position to supply a large volume of advanced silicon sensors,
building on the developments for the LHC and its high-luminosity upgrade. There are numerous opportu-
nities for Spanish industry to co-develop new detector technology and participate in the construction of
the experiment. An example of this symbiosis of industry and academia is the construction of the ATLAS
tracker upgrade, where Scientifica is responsible for the production of the Carbon fibre support structure.

The approval of the ILC project will initiate the formation of one or two experimental collaborations.
Spanish institutes have been involved in the ILC project since 15 years and are in an excellent position to
make their mark on the ILC experiments.



Spanish contributions to the ILC: Linear Accelerators

The linear accelerators are the key part of the ILC accelerator complex. Two long linear accelerators
bring the electron and positron beams to an energy of 125 GeV before colliding them in the experiment.
The main element is the cryo-module with eight or nine superconducting radio-frequency cavities, a
combined magnet and beam position monitor.

The Spanish contribution to the linear accelerator, by CIEMAT and IFIC, focuses on the quadrupole
magnet and on the beam position monitor that are installed in every third cryomodule. The two
groups aim to design the complete system that consists of a combined, splittable superconducting magnet
and its power supply, and a beam position monitor and its data acquisition electronics, supervising its
production in the Spanish industry. The complete package, with approximately 300 magnets and beam
position monitors and the auxiliary systems represents a value of several tens of millions of euros.

This contribution is framed in the field of power superconductivity, an activity in which CIEMAT and
Spanish industry have been working for more than 30 years with a significant success and continuity. It
continues to work with a model in which the development of prototypes of superconducting magnets can
be the basis for industrial developments for particle physics and other areas. The group of Accelerator
Technology has developed prototype magnets for different facilities like LHC, E-XFEL or HL-LHC, which
later have become industrial series to be manufactured by Spanish companies. About 1800 supercorrec-
tors for LHC were fabricated by a national company, 100 combined superconducting magnets for the
European XFEL by another company (described in detail in Appendix C). At the time of writing this pro-
posal, a contract of around 20 big superconducting nested dipoles, with a value of several million euros is
in preparation and will be launched in the next months as an in-kind contribution to HL-LHC.

Both CIEMAT and IFIC have experience in the development of beam position monitors and are in a very
good position to take on responsibility for the BPM design for the ILC cryomodules. The accelerator
group at IFIC and CIEMAT have designed several beam position monitors with challenging specifica-
tions that have been produced in Spanish industry for beam lines at CERN and elsewhere. The groups
have a long track record in simulations and measurements of beam dynamics at the test facilities at KEK
and CERN.

The proposed contribution builds on the experience in the magnet design and fabrication for the
European XFEL, and has a clear projection beyond the ILC project. The ILC magnets are based on a
new and very attractive technology based on a conduction cooling system without the requirement of a
liquid coolant and the corresponding vacuum vessel. There is a clear interest in both industry and R &
D centres in this type of technology with potential applications in fields like the medical sector or large
scale systems in energy (renewable generation, energy transportation and distribution) or transportation
(electric ships and planes). Additionally, this contribution is susceptible to explore new technologies in
superconductivity like the use of new superconducting wires working at higher temperatures. A design
based on MgB2 high-temperature super-conductor is being considered, which would be intrinsically
robust again heating due to electrons from field emissions in the cavities.

The accelerator technology developed in Spanish institutes over the years has been translated to appli-
cations in other areas. CIEMAT has developed a superconducting accelerator for medical applications,
particularly for the production of radioisotopes for PET diagnostics. This development has originated
a spin-off company, which is now in the process of commercialising the technology. IFIC is involved in
several European initiatives to develop compact linear colliders for medical applications.



Spanish contributions to the ILC: extraction lines and beam dump system

The extraction lines and beam dumps of the ILC deal with the spent beams after the electron and positron
beams collide in the interaction region. The main extraction lines must accommodate very energetic
beams with a very large angular and energy divergence, accompanied by beamstrahlung photons. The
extraction line is equipped with diagnostics systems, including a polarimeter, and several quadrupole
magnets. Fast-ramping dipole "kicker" magnets make sure the beam describes a circle on the beam dump
to avoid damage to the entrance window. The main beam dumps are designed to absorb a power of 17
MW, while several smaller beam dumps must deal with a power in the tens to hundreds of kW range.

A significant Spanish contribution is envisaged to the ILC extraction lines and beam dump system,
led by ESS-Bilbao. The extraction lines and beam dumps offer a broad set of challenges that is a good
match for the experience and ambition of the institute, while the contribution benefits maximally from
the experience in similar systems. This contribution offers opportunities for Spanish companies with
expertise in many aspects of accelerator technology, from specialized magnets and beam diagnostics
systems to advanced materials and the engineering of radiation-safety systems.

ESS Bilbao has designed the ESS target and beam dump and complex beam transport lines and coordi-
nated the fabrication in Spanish industry of many of its components and sub-systems. The responsibility
of the institute for both the extraction lines and beam dumps offers important advantages from the point
of view of integrated system engineering. Thanks to the experience in the ESS construction, ESS-Bilbao is
prepared to deliver components compatible with the strict Japanese nuclear-safety environment.

This contribution opens the door to a collaboration of ESS-Bilbao with world-leading groups at CERN and
KEK. A strong role in the ILC is highly beneficial for the consolidation of ESS-Bilbao as a reference
center for accelerator R&D after the completion of the Spanish in-kind contribution to the ESS in
Lund.

Beyond the technical contribution to the extraction lines and beam dumps, ESS-Bilbao is envisaged as the
central node in the network of institutes and industry that takes responsibility for the Spanish contribu-
tion to the ILC. The experience gained in the ESS construction with all aspects of international tendering
processes will be a very important asset to the Spanish contribution to the ILC.



Spanish contributions to the ILC: damping rings

The ILC damping rings receive the electrons and positrons from the sources and create a high-quality
beam for injection in the linear accelerators. The electron and positron damping rings are laid out in a
race-track geometry, with a circumference of 3.2 km equipped with hundreds of magnets, several high
power radiofrequency systems, wigggler insertion devices, kilometers long vacuum chamber with its
vacuum equipment, and all the instrumentation and diagnostic elements to control the beam. In total,
the damping ring represents approximately 10% of the ILC value cost, i.e. around 400 Me.

The team at ALBA-CELLS proposes to use its experience in the design, construction, testing, instal-
lation and operation of the ALBA accelerators for taking on key responsibilities in the ILC damping
ring system. With its experience (described in detail in Appendix A), ALBA-CELLS can play an important
role in the design of the ILC damping rings, starting with the refinement of the electron beam dynamics
simulations, but also in the detailed design of key elements of the accelerators, as the magnets and its
power supplies, parts of the RF systems, the vacuum systems, and the instrumentation, diagnostics and
controls systems.

The proposed approach to these developments will be to involve the Spanish industry since the early
stage of the design of the components, such that there is not only technology transfer but also know-how
transfer. After the production and testing of the prototype, the ALBA team can coordinate the fabrication
of the components by the industry, as part of the Spanish in-kind contribution. The advantage of this
approach is that even if the Spanish industry get awarded just a part of the series production, they will
have in any case developed the know-how for future projects.

In particular, several components have been already identified as of interest by the Spanish industry: the
magnets with its power supplies, the modulators and the low level control electronics of the RF systems,
the wiggler insertion devices, the instrumentation for timing and for diagnostics, and other ancillary
systems.

In addition, one particular and interesting alternative to the baseline damping ring design, inspired by
recent developments in light sources, is equipping the damping rings, and eventually the beam trans-
port systems, with permanent magnets. This is a new development of strong interest for ALBA and for
the Spanish industry. The advantage of this approach is to drastically reduce the power consumption
of the accelerator, in the case of the ILC it can save up to 10% of the ILC’s operational power budget of
130 MW.

Summarizing, the interest of ALBA and the Spanish industry in contributing to the ILC damping ring, is
based on the fact that the damping ring accelerators are similar in many respects to the circular acceler-
ator that forms the heart of the ALBA light source. Important synergies exist, therefore, between the ILC
damping ring and the future upgrade of the ALBA light source.

For the Spanish industry, which is already very competitive in the fabrication of some aspects of accelera-
tors, like the electro-magnets, will imply developing know-how in new aspects, like permanent magnets.
Thus, it will open its market, not only to the future upgrades of light sources, but also to other accelerator
based facilities, like medical or ion implantation industries.



Impact on society

Historically, accelerators have had an important impact on society and R & D for accelerators continues
to demonstrate important economic ripple effects10. Accelerators play an important role in a variety
of areas. There are approaching 40,000 accelerators in use globally, and it is estimated that their
application underpins nearly half a trillion dollars-worth of commerce a year11.

Accelerators form the heart of large-scale installations that cater to many areas of science. Light sources
use accelerators to generate intense pulses of synchrotron light, that are used to study the structure of
materials. Spain hosts the ALBA facility and participates in the European XFEL. The use of accelerators
is even more widespread in in industry. Electron beams are used for sterilization and disinfectation, 3D
printing and coating, and to cut, drill and melt metals; ion beams are a crucial tool in the semiconductor
industry. Accelerators also play an important role in the energy challenge: several accelerator facilities
are being built to emulate the high-radiation environment inside nuclear reactors and fusion installa-
tions, among which the IFMIF facility in Japan and the DONES installation planned in Granada. Last but
not least, accelerators are extensively used in medicine to produce radio-isotopes, and in diagnosis and
in treatment. Over the last decade, the number of particle therapy facilities in clinical operation have
grown rapidly to reach over 100, among which 37 in Europe and two in Spain. Also the detector systems
developed for particle physics experiments have found many applications in medicine. The best-known
examples are positron emission tomography, that is based on photon detectors, and the use of silicon
detectors for charged particles in medical imaging systems12.

The role of R&D for high-energy physics in innovation is thus widely recognized and knowledge
transfer is actively pursued by several Spanish institutes. CIEMAT and CNM-IMB are active both in
fusion research and medical applications, IFAE, IFCA and IFIC have projects devoted to the development
of detector systems for medical imaging and the development of radiation therapy.

The economic impact of the ILC is expected to be very profound. The project will present an impulse to
the science industry, enabling new developments in high-tech, high-added-value products. The close col-
laboration of Spanish institutes and industry in a global project will be vital to create new alliances with
important economies in Asia. The accelerator and detector technology developed for the ILC will stim-
ulate innovation in a broad range of applications in industry, energy and health. The ILC will moreover
offer an excellent training ground for the most talented scientists and engineers. The experience in the
demanding environment of an international collaboration, will enrich the knowledge and economy of the
countries that invest in their future.

For all these reasons, a Spanish contribution to the ILC is considered to be very well aligned with
the three actions envisaged in the Spanish plan for science and innovation13: boosting research and
innovation for health, transforming the science system, retaining Spanish and attracting new talent, giv-
ing an impulse to private R&D and innovation and to the science industry.

On a longer time scale, the deeper understanding of the fundamental constituents of matter and their
interactions gained by the ILC experiments will generate new ideas in applied science and industrial
applications that will benefit humanity as a whole.

10OECD, The Impacts of Large Research Infrastructures on Economic Innovation and on Society: Case Studies at CERN
11R. W. Hamm, M. E. Hamm, Eds., “Introduction to the Beam Business” in Industrial Accelerators and their Applications

(World Scientific, Singapore, 2012) ISBN-13 978-981-4307-04-8, pp.1–8.
12This report highlights the role of CERN in medical innovation.
13Road map for science and innovation (plan de choque) of the Spanish government.

https://www.globalinnovationindex.org/gii-2019-report
https://www.ciencia.gob.es/stfls/MICINN/Ministerio/FICHEROS/Plan_de_choque_para_la_Ciencia_y_la_Innovacion.pdf


Appendix A: Accelerator expertise in Spanish institutes

Four Spanish public institutes are expected to take leading roles in the contribution to the ILC accelerator,
in close collaboration with Spanish industry and in partnerships with other public institutes.

CIEMAT is a public research center, under the Ministry of Science and Innovation, through the Secretary
of State for Research, devoted to energy and environmental research. Research is focussed on experimen-
tal high-energy physics and particle accelerators, nuclear fusion, structural materials and biomedicine.
CIEMAT is part of the European Energy Research Alliance and the European Climate Research Alliance
and coordinates the Spanish Alliance for Research and Innovation in Energy.

Historically, the CIEMAT superconductivity and fusion groups and the electric engineering units have
been strongly involved in the field of particle accelerators, with a long track record of collaboration with
international accelerator laboratories in the design, prototyping and manufacturing of superconducting
magnets and radio-frequency cavities and in beam diagnostics and dynamics. This expertise has led to a
new research line on compact accelerators fully designed by CIEMAT.

CIEMAT is deeply involved in the luminosity upgrade of the LHC, with the PRISMAC project, a CIEMAT-
CDTI Collaboration Program for Research on High Field Magnets, supported by SGI/MCI and CERN.
CIEMAT has moreover led the Spanish contributions to the IFMIF accelerator for fusion research and to
the European XFEL at DESY in Hamburg, that is based on the same superconducting cavities as the ILC.

ESS Bilbao was founded in 2005 by the Spanish government and the Basque regional government to
prepare the European Spallation Source, a new high-intensity neutron source. The centre is devoted to
the generation of knowledge in neutron technologies in the widest sense, from the accelerator to the
target and instruments.

The accelerator R & D at ESS-Bilbao covers a broad range of systems, from the ion source to the radio-
frequency system that forms the initial stage of the accelerator, the low- and medium energy beam trans-
fer lines, and the target and beam dump. In-house capabilities include advanced welding and mechanics
and assembly. ESS has important laboratory infrastructure for the development and characterization of
vacuum and radio-frequency systems, as well as neutron detection systems.

During the last years ESS-Bilbao has focused on the delivery of key components to the ESS project in
Lund, coordinating the Spanish in-kind contribution. Most of the packages in the ESS accelerator com-
plex have been delivered and accepted, in time for start of operation in 2023. More details on the contri-
bution to the ESS project in Lund are found in Appendix D of this document. The ILC project time line
complements that of the ESS to guarantee the continuity of the accelerator development in Bilbao.



Appendix A: Accelerator expertise in Spanish institutes - continued

ALBA is the Spanish 3rd generation synchrotron light facility, located in Cerdanyola del Vallès, near
Barcelona. It is governed by a public consortium created in March 2003: the Consortium for the Con-
struction, Equipping and Exploitation of the Synchrotron Light Source, CELLS, owned and financed in
equal parts by the Spanish and the Catalan Administration. ALBA is one of the “Singular Technological
and Scientific Infrastructure” of Spain. ALBA collaborates actively with other Synchrotron Light Sources
and is an active member of international collaborations for accelerator physics and technology, offering
key contributions to new synchrotron light facilities and Particle Physics accelerator projects, including
CLIC and FCC.

The ALBA Accelerator team has dealt with the design, construction and operation of a complex accelera-
tor infrastructure, hosts eight operating beam lines providing photon flux for users, and is building five
new beamlines. ALBA has a vision is to become a center of excellence in Synchrotron Light Scientific and
Industrial applications. Its mission is to research in, deliver and maintain methods and techniques with
which to conduct cutting edge Synchrotron Light based research and development.

The infrastructure and laboratories developed during the ALBA construction, like magnetic measure-
ments, RF power, vacuum and metrology laboratories, are used for accelerator R & D developments, in
collaboration with other institutes and industry.

IFIC in Valencia is a joint particle physics institute of the University of Valencia and the Spanish research
council CSIC. The accelerator group at IFIC has an active R & D program on accelerator components,
from high-gradient cavities to beam line instrumentation, for application in linear electron-positron collid-
ers and in compact accelerator systems for medical applications.

The IFIC accelerator group is involved in the projects for linear electron-positron colliders and has made
contributions to the test facilities of the ILC and CLIC projects at KEK and at CERN. The high-gradient
test facility was developed in close collaboration with CERN and the Agencia Valenciana de Inovación.
Inaugurated in 2019, the RF laboratory provides state-of-the-art characterization of radio-frequency
cavities.

The group has expertise in simulations and calculation of breakdown and in instrumentation and beam
dynamics for the main linear collider projects. The group has designed several beam position monitors
for the ILC and CLIC test facilities, that have been produced in Spanish industry.



Appendix B: Spanish science and accelerator industry

Spanish companies are active as suppliers of high-tech, high-added-value solutions in large-scale scien-
tific installations all over Europe and beyond. Between 2001 and 2016, Spanish industry has been
awarded over 1000 million euros in Large Scientific Facilities, at CERN and FAIR in particle and nu-
clear physics, and at the European Synchrotron ESRF, the Institute Laue Langevin, the European X-ray
Free Electron Laser, the European Southern Obervatory, and the ITER fusion project. This success in a
highly competitive market without rules of guaranteed geo-return demonstrates the capacities and com-
petitivity of the Spanish science industry.

More than 100 Spanish companies are active in this market, from small companies to very large
multi-national companies. A complete list of companies and their capacities is available in this CDTI re-
port 14. In the following we list only a few companies that have important experience in the development
and manufacturing of accelerator components.

One of the most visible Spanish contributions to international accelerator laboratories is in supercon-
ducting electro-magnet technology. Spain has have delivered magnets to PSI, GSI, ESS, the Fusion for
Energy consortium, as well as for DESY and CERN. The series production of magnets was awarded to
specialized Spanish companies like ANTEC and Elytt. In many cases, a successful bid for relatively modest
contributions has led to important subsequent orders, with an economic impact that exceeded the initial
investment by one to two orders of magnitude. The contribution to the European XFEL leaves Spanish
institutes and industry in an excellent position to consolidate and extend their position in the ILC. With
the PRISMAC project to develop high-field magnets, Spain safeguards its role in magnet development on
the longer term.

Several companies have had considerable success supplying radio-frequency equipment and power sup-
plies to CERN, the European XFEL, ESS, IFMIF, and ALBA. Broad Telecom (BTESA) started its contribu-
tion to the science industry with the development of solid state power amplifiers for the IFMIF installa-
tion in Japan and has been successful in several competitive tendering processes since. JEMA (part of
the IRIZAR group) has contributed to the ESS in Lund with modulators for the radio-frequency power
supplies (klystrons), with the total volume of business again multiplying the Spanish in-kind contribution
by a large factor.

A number of engineering companies have ample experience supplying solutions to scientific installa-
tions. Added Value Solutions and AWGE have supplied components and systems to CERN, ITER and ESS.
Scientifica S.L.U. is focused on instrumentation and has made important contributions with composite
structures for the ATLAS experiment. Seven solutions has developed protocols for clock distribution and
synchronization in collaboration with CERN and is in a good position to supply electronics.

Important contributions have been made to the fabrication of large vessels for cryogenic and vacuum
systems, by companies such as Cadinox, Cryovac, Duro Felguera and Nortemecanica.

14CDTI web page.

https://www.cdti.es/recursos/publicaciones/archivos/47198_1291292017115047.pdf


Appendix C: Spanish contributions to the European XFEL

The European XFEL is a research facility producing ultra-short flashes of X-rays with an unprecedented
brilliance, which will allow scientists to investigate a variety of cutting-edge topics such as mapping the
atomic design of viruses, deciphering the molecular composition of cells, filming chemical reactions and
many others.

The facility is organized as a non-profit company with limited liability under German law (GmbH) with
12 international shareholders. Spain is one of them and presently acts as “Observer”. Every shareholder
contributed to the project with either in-kind, cash or both contributions with different intensities, accord-
ing to its participation in the company. Spain contributed to the Facility with components value at 6.5
Million e (based on 2005 price estimates).

The heart of the facility consist of a linear accelerator that brings the electrons to an energy of 17.5 GeV.
The XFEL Linear Accelerator is equipped with a hundred cryo-modules, that house accelerating cavities,
a combined magnet to steer and focus the beams and beam instrumentation. The cryomodules of the
E-XFEL are based on the superconducting RF technology developed for the International Linear Collider
and can be seen as a 10% ILC prototype. The experience gained in the industrialization and production
of the XFEL is one of the keys for the maturity of the ILC proposal and the credibility of the cost esti-
mate. The linear accelerator is followed by several arrays of permanent magnets, the so-called undulators.
These produce oscillations in the electron trajectory and cause the emission of synchrotron radiation
(X-rays) with laser-like properties.

The Spanish contribution to the European XFEL was primarily managed by CIEMAT according to a scheme
in which a prototyping phase of the component to be delivered was mainly developed at CIEMAT first
and then series manufacturing was launched at industry after. The Spanish contribution focussed mainly
on the Linear Accelerator, where CIEMAT designed a combined magnet, including a focussing quadrupole
and two steering dipoles that are installed in every third cryo-module. The series production of 103
units was awarded to Vacuum projects and ANTEC. CEI (adscribed to the Politechnical University of
Madrid) managed the delivery of the Power Supplies for the superconducting magnets, where BTESA was
awarded the series production. A contribution to the Undulator System was also made, where RAMEN,
HTS and PINE supplied components for beam control and diagnostics in the gap between the permanent
magnets. Table 2 summarizes the different Spanish contributions.

Table 2. Spanish contributions to the European XFEL installation at DESY in Hamburg

Component Units Contribution Industry

A
C

C
. SC magnets 103 2,129,100 e Vacuum projects, ANTEC

Magnet Power Supplies 240 1,448,000 e CEI (pre-series), BTESA

U
N

D
U

. Phase Shifter Magnets 3 510,000 e
Quad. Moving Tables 97

2,433,300 e
RAMEN & HTS

Intersection Control Racks 97 PINE



Appendix D: Spanish contributions to the European Spallation Source

The European Spallation Source is a new multi-disciplinary research facility. With a total investment
of 1.800 million euro, it will be the world’s most powerful pulsed neutron source. The installation is
currently under construction in Lund (Sweden) by a consortium of European institutes and industry.

Figure 4. The ESS MEBT assembly includes a wide vari-
ety of components: 11 quadrupole magnets, 3 buncher
cavities, 6 collimators, a fast chopper and a wide variety
of beam diagnostics.

The ESS facility consists of a linear proton accel-
erator that creates intense pulses of neutrons
through the spallation process. The neutron
pulses are led through a number of beamlines
to the experimental stations, where users from
the realms of physics, chemistry, geology, biology
and medicine study the molecular structure of
materials.

The ESS is organized as a European Research In-
frastructure Consortium. Thirteen European mem-
ber countries act as partners in the construction
and operation of ESS. The Spanish participation
is coordinated by ESS-Bilbao. Several key compo-
nents of the project are delivered by ESS-Bilbao
as in-kind contributions to the project. Delivery of
the contribution is well-advanced and the official
ESS schedule foresees the first 2 GeV beam will be
available for users in 2023.

Among other work packages Spain is responsible
for the design, fabrication, control integration, installation and commissioning of the medium energy
beam transport line in Figure 4.

In Table 3, a summary is presented of the work-packages related to the accelerator system, the target and
the neutron scattering system, with the corresponding estimated value and contributions by industry.

Table 3. Spanish contributions to the European Spallation Source in Lund.

Work package Contribution Industry

A
cc

. Medium energy beam transfer
16.6 Me

Proactive, ELYTT, TECNALIA
Radio-frequency BTESA, SENER AWGE, JEMA

Ta
rg

et

Target wheel

17 Me
Beam window AWGE
Monolith vessel Nortemecanica, Cadinox, EA, AVS
Tuning beam dump Thuneureka, Nortemecanica

Sc
at

t. Beam transport optimization
13.4 MeTraining and secondment

Miracles instrument Tender phase foreseen by 2020-2021


